PRINT RESOURCES

Agency (Law) -- United States.
Kleinberger, Daniel S., 1950-
AGENCY, PARTNERSHIPS, AND LLCS: EXAMPLES AND EXPLANATIONS.
3rd ed.

Apportionment (Election law) -- United States -- States.
REDISTRICTING LAW 2010 / PREPARED BY THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE
LEGISLATURES.
Denver, Colo.: National Conference of State Legislatures, c2009.
KF4905 .R43.

Conflict of laws -- United States.
Hoffheimer, Michael H., 1954-
CONFLICT OF LAWS.
KF412 .H64 2010.

Construction contracts -- Illinois -- Periodicals.
ILLINOIS CONSTRUCTION LAW MANUAL.
[St. Paul, MN]: Thomson West.
KFI1475 .R6.
Court rules -- United States.
ARIZONA COURT RULES AND PROCEDURE: KEYRULES, FEDERAL.
[St. Paul, Minn.]: West, c2009-
KFA2929 .A22.

Discovery (Law) -- United States.
Danner, Douglas.
PATTERN DISCOVERY. EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION/BY DOUGLAS DANNER
AND LARRY L. VARN.
2nd ed., [2005 ed.].
[Eagan, MN]: Thomson/West, c2005-

Drunk driving -- Illinois -- Periodicals.
DUI FACT BOOK.
[Springfield, Ill.: State of Illinois, Office of the Secretary of State, 199-]
KFI1497.8 .I53.

Emigration and immigration law -- United States -- Cases.
Legomsky, Stephen H.
IMMIGRATION AND REFUGEE LAW AND POLICY/BY STEPHEN H. LEGOMSKY,
CRISTINA M. RODR{226}IGUEZ.
5th ed.

Evidence (Law) -- United States.
Goode, Steven.
COURTROOM EVIDENCE HANDBOOK/BY STEVEN GOODE, OLIN GUY WELLBORN
III.

Export sales contracts -- United States.
Fellmeth, Aaron Xavier.
THE LAW OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS.
[St. Paul, Minn.]: West c2009.
Horse industry -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Periodicals.


Instructions to juries -- Illinois.

Insurance law -- United States.

Labor laws and legislation -- Missouri.

Legal ethics -- United States -- Cases.
Gillers, Stephen, 1943-

Medical care -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Cases.
Mental health laws -- United States -- Cases.
Slobogin, Christopher, 1951-
LAW AND THE MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEM: CIVIL AND CRIMINAL ASPECTS/BY CHRISTOPHER SLOBOGIN, ARTI RAI, RALPH REISNER.
5th ed.

Real estate development -- Finance -- Law and legislation -- United States.
MODERN REAL ESTATE FINANCE AND LAND TRANSFER: A TRANSACTIONAL APPROACH / STEVEN W. BENDER ... [ET AL.].
4th ed.

Sentences (Criminal procedure) -- United States -- Cases.
SENTENCING LAW AND POLICY: CASES, STATUTES, AND GUIDELINES/NORA V. DEMLEITNER... [ET AL.].
2nd ed.

Summary judgments -- Missouri -- Periodicals.
MISSOURI SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND RELATED TERMINATION MOTIONS.
[Eagan, Minn.]: Thomson/West, c2008-
KFM7880 .M64.

Trial practice -- United States.
Mauet, Thomas A.
TRIAL TECHNIQUES.
7th ed.

United States. Supreme Court -- Biography.
United States. Supreme Court.
MEMORIALS OF THE JUSTICES OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES/COMPILED WITH A PREFACE AND INDEX BY ROGER F. JACOBS; H. KUMAR PERCY JAYASURIYA.
Littleton, Colo.: F.B. Rothman, 1981-